Tool I love! Access. I wouldn't be able to do my job without Access, from system admin tasks to pulling data out of two or three databases. Once you know your way around it, the mind boggles at what you can make it do. Tool I hate! Access. That said, the VBA (Visual Basic for Access) editor is horrible; it's far too easy to lock yourself out of your own database; "repair database" just makes problems worse; and Access workgroup security and Citrix just don't mix! W elcome once again to WOYHD, Queue's monthly forum dedicated to developer tools. We know that many readers enjoy reading about the tools people hate, as contributors regularly express frustrations shared by many developers (perhaps even leading to exclamations of "ain't that the truth!"). But you would be very wise to pay attention as well to the tools people love. There you'll often find people raving about some of the smaller or lesser-known developer tools-tools that could be just the thing to make your latest project easier. Have you discovered a cool tool recently? Let us know at www. acmqueue.com.
